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. 13.35 MB! Â . 0.5 Â . 0.5 Â .1. Field of the Invention This invention relates to polymeric compositions useful for the high pressure sealing of plastic tubing, and more specifically, to polyethylene compositions having improved tear resistance. 2. Prior Art Various methods have been employed to seal plastic tubing. One of the most common methods
of effecting the sealing is to heat seal the plastic tubing at high pressure. Various polymers have been employed for sealing purposes. Typical of these polymers is polyvinyl chloride. Polyvinyl chloride, however, is not desirable due to the fact that it is a relatively expensive polymer and also that it has limited tear strength. Other polymeric
compositions have also been used for the sealing of plastic tubing, including polyethylene. Polyethylene, however, has not been completely satisfactory due to its lack of tear resistance. Therefore, it would be desirable to have a polymeric sealing composition which has a high tear strength and is relatively inexpensive.Q: How to use
worksheet_calculate event recursively for all sheets? I have a macro that calculates stuff in every sheet. Is it possible to trigger that macro when I click somewhere in my sheet (it does not matter whether I click on a cell in a formula or on a cell in Excel itself)? I tried several things like: Sub Worksheet_Calculate(ByVal Target As Range) If
Target.Calculation = xlCalculationAutomatic Then 'some code End If End Sub ...but that does not seem to work. I also tried the following: Sub Worksheet_Calculate(ByVal Target As Range) Call WorksheetCalculate(Sheets(1).Range("A1"), Sheets(1).Range("A1")) End Sub Function WorksheetCalculate(StartCell As Range, EndCell As Range)
WorksheetCalculate = Range(StartCell).Calculate If EndCell.Value "" Then Application.EnableEvents = False EndCell.Value = "=HTE(E1)$" EndCell.Cal 6d1f23a050
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